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A.
Q.2

Do you have any comments you wish to add?

A.

These changes are not required. The 3% of so called Aboriginal population are trying to
change history, and in doing so, they are being made "special" There is nothing special
about being aboriginal and in my opinion, and also in the opinion of the "silent majority", to
have an opinion or point of view different about what is being GIVEN to them, then you are
labeled a "racist" Mankinds history has always been - "to the victor go the spoils" and while
this might not be palatable to the loosers, it is factual and part of every countrys' history.
Yes, it was a war in the early days, however, WRONG was done on both sides. We have said
sorry to them for injuries done to them, but they have never said sorry for their injuries to
white Australians. At the end of the day, we are all Australians, black, white, yellow. We
should all be equal, should I demand land rights to country that my white ancestors once
settled and owned? Talk to any full blood aborigine and they just want to be left alone and
live a peaceful life. It is the less than 50% full bloods that are the real troublemakers - what
about their predominant European heritage? It is all about control of the country by less
than 3% of our population. Wake up Australia!! I do not consider myself a racist, as I want
FAIR and EQUAL treatment and rights for ALL colours of Australians, and I treat all people
the same as they treat me - I treat them respectfully and with courtesy, however, I do not
waive my right to speak up when I see injustice being forced onto 97% of this countrys'
population. AGAIN I state, you CANNOT CHANGE HISTORY nor can you go backwards. Let
the Aboriginal people learn to be part of modern day history - they have had over 200 years
to accept and become part of our history together and let them not dwell on the past. They
are no longer treated badly as they once were (100 years ago), they get MORE benefits and
hand outs than any other part of Australian society - enough is enough!! In my view, let us
all be treated EQUALLY, and join as one nation together. Stop pandering to this 3% of our
population. Thank you.

